
 

 

 

NOTICE OF  
ENGINEERING COMMITTEE MEETING 

Covering Design, Construction, Capital Improvement, 
Master Plan and other Engineering, Operational and 

Planning Related Matters 

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the San Lorenzo Valley Water District has called a meeting of the 
Engineering Committee to be held Tuesday, March 5, 2019 at 4:00 pm at the Johnson Building, 12788 
Highway 9 #4, Boulder Creek, California. 
 
AGENDA 

 
1. Convene Meeting/Roll Call 
 
2. Oral Communications 
 This portion of the agenda is reserved for Oral Communications by the public for  items 
 which  are not on the Agenda. Please understand that California law (The Brown Act) 
 limits what the Board can do regarding issues raised during Oral Communication. 
 No action or discussion may occur on issues outside of those already listed on today’s 
 agenda. Any person may address the Committee at this time, on any subject that lies 
 within the jurisdiction of this committee.  Normally, presentations must not exceed five (5) 
 minutes in length, and individuals may only speak once during Oral Communications.  Any 
 Director may request that the matter be placed on a future agenda or staff may be 
 directed to provide a brief response. 
 
3.       New Business: 

Members of the public will be given the opportunity to address each scheduled item prior to 
Committee action.  The Chairperson of the Committee may establish a time limit for members of the 
public to address the Committee on agendized items. 
 
A. ELECTION OF COMMITTEE CHAIR 
 Discussion and possible action by the Committee regarding Committee Chair. 
 
B. SET DAY AND TIME FOR COMMITTEE REGULARLY SCHEDULED MEETINGS 
 Discussion and possible action by the Committee regarding regularly scheduled meeting 
 time and day. 
 
C.  PROJECT UPDATES 
 Discussion by the Committee regarding the following projects: 
 1. Lompico Tanks 
 2. Lyon Tank Access Road 
 3. Glen Arbor Bridge Pipeline 
 
D. USDA LOAN PROJECT UPDATES 
 Discussion by the Committee regarding the status of USDA Loan projects. 
 
E. WATER MASTER PLAN SCHEDULE 
 Discussion by the Committee regarding the Water Master Plan schedule. 
 

4. Old Business:  None 
Members of the public will be given the opportunity to address each scheduled item prior to 
Committee action.  The Chairperson of the Committee may establish a time limit for members of the 
public to address the Committee on agendized items. 
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5.      Informational Material:  None 
  
6. Adjournment 
 

In compliance with the requirements of Title II of the American Disabilities Act of 1990, the San 
Lorenzo Valley Water District requires that any person in need of any type of special equipment, 
assistance or accommodation(s) in order to communicate at the District's Public Meeting can 
contact the District Office at (831) 338-2153 a minimum of 72 hours prior to the scheduled meeting.   
 
Agenda documents, including materials related to an item on this agenda submitted to the 
Committee after distribution of the agenda packet, are available for public inspection and may be 
reviewed at the office of the District Secretary, 13060 Highway 9, Boulder Creek, CA 95006 
during normal business hours. Such documents may also be available on the District website at 
www.slvwd.com subject to staff’s ability to post the documents before the meeting. 
 
 
 
Certification of Posting 
 
I hereby certify that on March 1, 2019, I posted a copy of the foregoing agenda in the outside 
display case at the District Office, 13060 Highway 9, Boulder Creek, California, said time being at 
least 72 hours in advance of the meeting of the Engineering Committee of the San Lorenzo Valley 
Water District in compliance with California Government Code Section 54956. 

 
Executed at Boulder Creek, California, on March 1, 2019. 

  
                       _____________________________________     
                         Holly B. Hossack, District Secretary  
            San Lorenzo Valley Water District                                     
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DRAFT BASIS OF DESIGN MEMORANDUM 
 

TO: Rick Rogers 
San Lorenzo Valley Water District 
13060 Highway 9 
Boulder Creek, CA 95006 

DATE: January 11, 2018 

    
FROM: Logan Fox, PE, and Andrew Sterbenz, PE JOB#: SLVW.01.18 
    
SUBJECT: Lompico Water Tanks Replacement Project 
    

 

This memorandum has been prepared for the San Lorenzo Valley Water District (SLVWD) to document 

the considerations used as a basis of design for the Lompico Water Tanks Replacement Project. The main 

objective of this project is to replace existing redwood, potable water storage tanks which are nearing the 

end of their service lives with new storage tanks built to current standards. Existing site infrastructure will 

be removed and site improvements will be made to provide SLVWD with functional tank sites. 

Project Summary 
The San Lorenzo Valley Water District serves the Lompico community in Santa Cruz County with 

approximately 498 residential services. The Lompico water system is supplied from the SLVWD’s Quail 

Zone via the Lompico Booster Pump Station. The Lompico water system consists of a network of 4-inch 

and 6-inch water mains, three water tank sites, a booster pump station, and six PRV (pressure reducing 

valve) stations. The work of the Lompico Water Tanks Replacement Project will occur at the three water 

tank sites: Lewis, Kaski, and Madrone. 

Lewis Tank Site 

The site currently contains one 100,000 gallon (nominal) redwood tank that is approximately 30 feet in 

diameter and 20 feet tall. The tank sits on mudsill beams placed on a compacted aggregate foundation 

(per the 1977 design drawings).  The site also includes facilities that are no longer in use, including a 

water well, a building containing a water treatment system and associated electrical equipment, three 

approximately 5.5-foot diameter steel pressure vessels and an aeration tower from the old treatment 

system. SLVWD would like to increase the storage at this site from 100,000 gallons to 200,000 gallons. 

The Lewis site is located on a ridgeline, but not on a narrow ridge crest.  The on-site soils are 6 to 8 feet 

of loose sand over sandstone bedrock. The current fence is on the property boundary (70’ x 125’ lot, APN 

076-311-06), and the west parcel boundary abuts an existing access and utility easement. A temporary 

construction easement may be required for the adjacent parcel along the north boundary, which sits 

between the District parcel and the West Drive right-of-way. 

The site is in the Sandhills habitat zone.   

Kaski Tank Site 

The site currently contains two 60,000 gallon (nominal) redwood tanks that are about 24 feet in diameter 

and about 18 feet tall.  The tanks sit on concrete ringwall foundations.  The Kaski site is a shelf cut into 
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the hillside with limited work area around the tanks.  The on-site soils are 3 to 5 feet of silty clay over 

siltstone bedrock. The site sits on the southeast edge of a 1.05 acre District-owned parcel (APN 074-261-

09). The parcel slopes downhill to the northwest. 

The site has redwood trees on three sides, some overhanging the fence. If any of these were to fall, they 

could destroy the current wooden tanks and damage the future steel tanks. It is recommended that an 

arborist assess the trees along the project limits and determine if any should be removed a part of the 

work. 

Madrone Tank Site 

The site currently contains two 60,000 gallon (nominal) redwood tanks that are about 26 feet in diameter 

and about 19 feet tall. The tanks sit on concrete ringwall foundations. The Madrone site is on the crest of 

a ridge, sloping away on three sides.  The site sits within a 0.52 acre District-owned parcel (APN 075-

072-14), so there is available space outside the fence for staging and temporary tanks.  The on-site soils 

are 0 to 6 feet of silty sand over sandstone bedrock.  

Access Limitations 

All of the Lomipco sites have limited access due to steep, single-lane roads with low overhead clearances.  

The private paved roads have posted weight limits of 10 tons. The tank sites have unpaved access roads 

which are susceptible to erosion in wet weather.  The roadway conditions will be highlighted in the 

construction documents, and pre-bid site visits should be mandatory to prevent claims for difficult 

conditions during the construction.    

Tank Type 
The majority of new tanks constructed for public potable water storage in the region are made of steel. 

The steel tanks are constructed of welded steel plates or bolted steel plates according to the relevant 

AWWA (American Water Works Association) standards. Bolted steel tanks are SLVWD’s preference for the 

Lompico tanks due to the lower cost compared to welded steel tanks for the sizes of the tanks included in 

this project. Tanks will be specified to meet the AWWA D103-09 Standard for Factory-Coated Bolted 

Carbon Steel Tanks for Water Storage. 

Tank Foundation 
There are multiple options for foundations for bolted steel water storage tanks. Concrete ringwall 

foundations are normally specified for public water tanks in the area. This foundation type is referred to 

as Type 1 “steel-bottom tanks supported on ringwalls” per AWWA D103-09 Section 13.4.1.  Within the 

ringwall, the tank bottom sits on sand with a base rock subgrade.  The concrete ringwall design will be 

prepared by the tank supplier. Based on the tank dimensions, anchoring of the tank to the concrete 

foundation will likely be required. Anchorage design will be determined by the tank supplier according to 

the requirements of AWWA D103-09. 

Tank Sizing 
Tanks must be sized to balance the need to have sufficient storage volume with the need to have 

sufficient turnover within the tank to ensure water quality is maintained. It is understood from SLVWD 

that the existing tank sizes have generally been sufficient to meet the domestic water demands of the 
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service area. SLVWD has expressed that they would like to keep the existing storage capacity of two 

approximately 60,000 gallon tanks at each of the Kaski and Madrone sites. The Lewis zone has the 

highest water demand of the three Lompico system zones. SLVWD would like to increase the storage at 

this site from one 100,000 gallon tank to two 100,000 gallon tanks. The replacement of the tanks 

provides an opportune time to evaluate the tank sizes. The replacement tanks will be sized to provide 

storage for domestic uses and fire-suppression as well as additional storage as required by the operation 

and configuration of the tanks. 

Fire Flow Storage 

For each tank site, a fire storage volume of 60,000 gallons is planned. This corresponds to a fire-flow of 

1,000 gpm for one hour as required for 0-3,600 square-feet one and two family dwellings. (2016 

California Fire Code, Appendix B, Table B105.1(1)) The Lompico Water System is within the Zayante Fire 

Protection District service area. Schaaf & Wheeler contacted the district Fire Chief via telephone and 

confirmed that this fire flow is applicable to the system. 

Domestic Storage 

Domestic water storage will be provided for supply and domestic demand equalization as well as an 

allowance for emergency conditions. Equalization storage is required for any deficit of the reliable supply 

capacity to meet the maximum domestic demand of the service area (i.e., peak hour demand minus the 

supply rate from the Lompico booster pump station). Emergency storage is provided in the case there is 

a condition, such as a pipe break or supply pump failure, in which the normal water supply is not 

available to the system.  

California Waterworks Standards require public water system's to have sufficient source capacity to meet 

the system's maximum day demand (MDD) at all times. The standard requires systems with less than 

1,000 service connections to “have storage capacity equal to or greater than MDD, unless the system can 

demonstrate that it has an additional source of supply or has an emergency source connection that can 

meet the MDD requirement.” (California Waterworks Standards per CCR Title 22, Division 4, Chapter 16, 

Section 64554). The calculation of MDD is included in the Tank Sizing Calculations which is attached to 

this memorandum as Appendix A. 

Daily water usage data is not collected by SLVWD, so the MDD was calculated based on monthly water 

usage data. SLVWD provided the monthly water usage data from June 2016 to September 2018 in the 

service areas of the three Lompico tanks, which are included as Appendix B. The month of maximum 

usage during this period was multiplied by a peaking factor of 1.5 to determine the MDD in accordance 

with California Waterworks Standards as shown in Appendix A. 

In areas where development is projected, additional storage capacity can be provided to meet projected 

future demand. Since significant development is not anticipated within the service area, no additional 

capacity has been included for this. 

Additional Storage 

Some additional storage above the normal fill level will be provided. This will allow the tank filling 

operational protocol to limit cycling of supply pumps and to provide an operating band that is sufficiently 
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wide to prevent errors in controls due to any imprecise level measurement. The operating band will also 

be sized to achieve complete mixing within the tank if a hydrodynamic mixing system is used. (The use of 

hydrodynamic mixing systems is discussed later in this memorandum.) 

A few inches of cushion between the design high water level and the tank overflow is included, so there 

is no overflow of water caused by fluctuations at the water surface due to turbulence of the tank filling or 

imprecise level measurement. 

Tank sizing also considers the volume of water which is below the level that water can be drawn through 

the tank outlet. The total height of the tank includes the required freeboard to prevent water that sloshes 

during a seismic event from damaging the roof of the tank. The minimum freeboard requirement is 

calculated according to the AWWA D103-09 standard and accounts for site specific seismic and soil 

conditions. The freeboard calculation (provided in Appendix A) is based on design values from the 

Geotechnical Investigation report, which is provided as an attachment to this report.    

Bolted steel tanks are available in a wide variety of diameters and heights within the capacity range of 

the Lompico Tanks. Tank dimensions were selected based on the available site area and the required 

storage volumes. Detailed tank sizing calculations are included in Appendix A. Tank sizes are summarized 

in the table below. The calculated storage volumes of 51,816 and 50,758 gallons for the Kaski and 

Madrone tanks respectively is smaller than the nominal capacity of the existing 60,000 gallon tanks. If 

SLVWD would like to maintain the use of two 60,000 gallons at each site, the tanks would be a few feet 

taller than shown in the table. 

Tank Sizes 

 Lewis Kaski Madrone 

Tank Diameter (ft) 32.00 21.00 24.00 

Tank Overflow Height (ft) 16.75 20.00 15.50 

Nominal Tank Height (ft) 24.00 26.00 22.00 

Single Tank Volume at Overflow (gal) 100,764 51,816 50,758 

Normal Low Tank Level (ft) 14.50 17.75 12.75 

Normal High Tank Level (ft) 16.50 19.75 14.75 

Operating Range (ft) 2.00 2.00 2.00 

Two Tank Operating Range (gal) 24,063 10,363 13,535 

Tank Bottom Elevation 1,123.00 1,259.00 1,316.00 

Normal Tank Low Level Elevation 1,137.50 1,276.75 1,328.75 

Normal Tank High Level Elevation 1,139.50 1,278.75 1,330.75 

Existing Tank High Water Elevation 1,141.50 1,277.00 1,331.20 

Winter Residence Time (days) 12.1 20.1 57.6 

Summer Residence Time (days) 3.5 7.5 13.0 

  

SLVWD has indicated their preference to have two tanks at each site. Having two tanks allows one tank 

to remain in service when the other tank is taken out service for inspection or maintenance. However, a 
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single, larger tank at each site was also considered due to the lower cost of construction compared with 

two, smaller tanks. 

At the Kaski and Madrone sites, the existing site areas are roughly rectangular to accommodate the 

existing two-tank arrangement. Replacing the two existing tanks with a single, larger tank of similar 

height would require a diameter increase of approximately 10-feet.  These sites are already have limited 

work space between the tanks and the fence, so increasing the diameter would require widening the site 

to allow a minimum of 8-feet between the tank and the fence.  This would be an inefficient use of the 

available area, not fully utilizing the relatively flat area that has already been created and requiring 

additional earthwork.  

The Lewis site is wider than the other sites, so a single 200,000 gallon tank with a nominal diameter of 

46-feet could be accommodated.  One or more short retaining walls would be required to provide a level 

work area around the tanks, due to the 10-ft change in elevation across the property. 

Water storage tank sizing can have an impact on water quality. The influence of water age on water 

quality depends on the particular chemistry of the water, disinfectants used, and any constituents that 

may be present in the water system. The calculation of water age should consider the time from when 

water leaves a treated water source (such as a water treatment plant, or well head treatment system) to 

when it flows through customer services. Water systems, such as the Lompico system, that have a supply 

source that goes through multiple storage tanks can result in higher water ages in downstream portions 

of the system than in systems where the supply is located closer to the end users. In order to maintain 

water quality, systems should generally be operated to minimize water age while considering other 

operational constraints and priorities. 

While the tanks sizes have been determined based on the demand during maximum water use periods 

(dry weather), it is also necessary to consider operation during low water use periods (wet weather). 

SLVWD should analyze the expected water age and any impacts on water quality in the Lompico system 

based on how the system operates during all seasons. 

Site Demolition 
At each of the three tank sites, all existing infrastructure will be removed. This includes the redwood 

tanks, chain-link fencing surrounding the sites, onsite water piping, and onsite tank drain piping. At the 

Kaski and Madrone sites, the existing tank concrete foundations will be removed. At the Lewis tank site, 

all facilities will be removed, including the tank, the existing well, and the treatment building.  

Site Improvements 
At all three sites, galvanized chain-link fence with three-strand barbed wire will be installed around the 

site perimeter. Within the fenced-in area, asphalt concrete pavement will be installed and sloped to drain 

away from the tank foundations. As required by the site topography, drainage swales will be installed 

outside of the fence to convey surface runoff to percolation areas. Preliminary site layouts are included as 

Appendix C to this memorandum. 
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Since tanks with larger diameter to height ratios are generally more economical in areas with relatively 

high seismic design parameters, tank diameters were maximized given the available site area and the 

desired clearances around each tank. SLVWD has expressed the desire to have eight feet of working area 

around each tank. 

This working area of eight feet can be provided for the Lewis and Madrone utilizing tanks with a diameter 

to height ratio of greater than one to one. At these two sites, the required flat site area can be created 

with 2:1 slopes as shown in the Appendix C preliminary site layouts. However, the Kaski tanks would 

need to be limited to about 16 feet in diameter to have eight foot working clearances. This would result 

in the need for the Kaski tanks to be about 30 feet tall. In order to avoid the low tank diameter to height 

ratios, the working area was reduced to four feet in the Kaski Tank Option 1 preliminary site plan shown 

in Appendix C. 

The Kaski tank site is a bench cut into the hillside, which could be extended within SLVWD’s property to 

increase the available workspace. A conceptual site plan is shown as Kaski Option 2 in Appendix C. 

Widening the site as shown would require approximately 700 CY of cut, which would need to be off-

hauled. This would accommodate the tanks with 8-ft clearance on all sides. It would also place both tank 

foundations over siltstone bedrock. The current southern tank is partially bedded on fill material.  

A catch basin will be located adjacent to each tank to collect any water from the tank overflow. A tank 

drain connection with an isolation valve will also be provided near the catch basin to allow SLVWD to 

drain the tank if needed. There will be drain pipes exiting the catch basins and routed underground to 

daylight downhill of the tank sites. Drain pipes will discharge near the discharge locations of the existing 

drain pipes or as determined to be appropriate. Other drain inlets and drain pipes may be determined to 

be needed as the site layouts and grading design are developed. 

Tank Level Controls 
It is understood that the design of the controls and telemetry system for conveying water level signals 

from the tank is being prepared by SLVWD under a separate contract, and may be installed under a 

different construction contract than the Lompico Tanks Replacement Project. Information on all 

equipment to be mounted on the tank should be provided to Schaaf & Wheeler during the design so the 

tank can be equipped with appropriate appurtenances for the future installation. SLVWD should also 

provide Schaaf & Wheeler with information on any panels or other equipment to be installed at the tank 

sites for appropriate consideration in the site layouts.  

It is understood that a single pressure transducer will provide level measurement at each tank. As the 

two tanks at each site will normally be operated together, the controls may be configured so that one 

transducer at each site will be used for control during normal operation. The level signal will be 

transmitted to control the filling of the tanks. For the Kaski and Madrone tanks, it is expected that the 

level signals will control the starting and stopping of the respective booster pump stations supplying 

these zones. 

The Lompico system is supplied from the Zayante system via a booster pump feeding the Kaski zone. 

Water is boosted to the Madrone zone via a separate booster pump station. Water is fed into the Lewis 
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zone through pressure reducing valves (PRVs).  Under this arrangement, the Kaski tanks will drain first 

unless the system controls are configured to balance use across the zones. The PRVs feeding the Lewis 

zone should be configured as altitude valves, remaining closed until the Lewis zone pressure reflects the 

tanks at their low water setting, then opening to refill the tanks. The Madrone booster should operate on 

a similar two-limit pressure band, allowing the tank to drain by 2-feet and then refill.   

Tank Mixing 
California Waterworks Standards and proper potable water tank design require minimizing the short-

circuiting of flow and stagnation of water in the tank. A level of protection from short-circuiting and 

stagnation can be achieved by locating the tank inlet towards the top of the tank and the tank outlet 

towards the bottom of the tank near the opposite side of the tank. 

A higher level of protection can be achieved by utilizing a mechanical mixer or a hydrodynamic mixing 

system. Mechanical mixers, as the name implies, utilize electricity to mechanically mix tanks. (Options for 

mechanical mixers include a GridBee or SolarBee by Medora Corp or an Active Jet Mixer by PAX Water 

Technologies.) Hydrodynamic mixing systems are designed to utilize the energy from the tank inlet 

supply flow by concentrating the inflowing water in specific locations of the tank. The designers of 

hydrodynamic mixing systems conduct hydraulic analyses to determine the optimal system configuration 

to completely mix the tank on each fill cycle. SLVWD has indicated a preference for a hydrodynamic 

mixing system to avoid the need for electricity on the site. A conceptual piping layout for a hydrodynamic 

mixing system is included in Appendix D. 

Onsite Water System Piping 
At the exit from the each tank, an isolation valve and a force-balanced flexible expansion joint fitting will 

be installed above grade. From the expansion joint fitting, piping will be routed below grade to connect 

with the existing water main near the perimeter of the tank sites. The planned piping material is cement-

lined ductile iron pipe (AWWA C151). If a hydrodynamic mixing system is used, fusion bonded epoxy 

lined and coated carbon steel pipe will be specified for the pipe internal to the tank. 

Tank Hydraulics 
The tank replacements will have minimal impacts on the system hydraulics. Based on the preliminary 

tank layouts, the new tank water levels will be within 2 feet of the existing tank water levels, or less than 

a 1 psi difference.  New hydrodynamic mixing systems may 2 psi of pressure losses during tank filling and 

withdrawal.  Actual losses through the hydrodynamic mixing system will be calculated by the system 

designer. The existing site piping will be replaced with pipe of the same diameter (6-inch ductile iron or 

6-inch PVC), so there will be no significant hydraulic change due to site piping modifications. 

Coating 
AWWA D103-09 Section 12 includes the following generic coating systems: galvanized coatings, glass 

coatings, thermoset liquid suspension coatings, thermoset powder coatings. Thermoset powder coatings 

have mostly replaced the use of thermoset liquid suspension coatings and are the most common for 

public potable water systems. Glass coatings have been known to provide a longer service life. However, 

glass coated tanks are provided by a more limited number of tank manufacturers and the cost of the 

tanks are about 10% to 20% percent higher than for thermoset powder coated tanks. Another drawback 
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of glass-coated tanks is that spot repair of coatings is not feasible, so entire tank panels need to be 

replaced in the event of coating damage. Thermoset powder coating can be spot-repaired if required. 

Schaaf & Wheeler recommends using thermoset powder coatings per AWWA D103-09 unless SLVWD has 

another preference. 

Normally white color is used on the tank interior for ease of visual inspection. The exterior coating color 

may be a tan, green or other color preferred by SLVWD. Generally, in areas exposed to the sun, lighter 

colors are preferred to limit the heating of tanks and the associated potential for water stagnation within 

the tank.  

Cathodic Protection 
While the coating will provide protection against the corrosion of the steel tanks, sacrificial anode 

cathodic protection systems will be specified to provide additional protection of the interior submerged 

surfaces of each tank. Cathodic protection systems will be specified to conform to the requirements of 

the AWWA D106-16 Standard for Sacrificial Anode Cathodic Protection Systems for the Interior 

Submerged Surfaces of Steel Water Storage Tanks. 

Tanks Accessories 
The tanks will be designed to adhere to the California Code of Regulations (Title 22, Section 64585, 

Division 4, Chapter 16). Tanks will include the following accessories: 

 Inlet and outlet pipe connections 

 Overflow sized for the largest possible inflow 

 Drain connection with valve 

 Sampling ports at desired locations 

 Port for pressure transducer 

 Water level indicator for visual indication of level 

 Roof vent 

 Exterior ladder with safety cage 

 Roof manway hatch with nearby safety railings 

 Two shell manways 

 

Well Destruction 
SLVWD desires to destroy Well No. 5 at the Lewis Tank Site that is no longer being used.  The driller’s log 

for Well 5 was obtained from the DWR Well Completion Report Map Application, and is provided at 

Appendix E.  The well is approximately 400-feet deep with an 8-inch screen and casing. 

Wells fall under the jurisdiction of the California State Water Resources Control Board's Division of 

Drinking Water (DDW) through the Central Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board and locally under 

the Environmental Health Division of the Santa Cruz County Health Services Agency.  As required by 

Santa Cruz County Code Ordinance 7.70.100, well destruction shall be under permit and by methods 

described in California water well standards Bulletin 74-81 and the supplemental Bulletin 74-90. Well 

destruction requires filling the well with concrete grout of neat cement and the removal of the well casing 
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to about five feet below the surface. The annular space outside the well casing may also need to be 

sealed at certain depths by perforating solid portions of the casing and filling with neat cement grout. 

The County Environmental Health Division along with the State DDW should be engaged to determine 

exact requirements for the destruction of the well. An Application for Well Permit will need to be 

submitted to the County Environmental Health Division. Well destruction will be by a licensed Well Drilling 

Contractor (California Contractor License Class C-57). 

SLVWD records indicate that there was an additional well on the Lewis site, known as Well No. 3, which 

was identified as “to be abandoned” in the 1977 Water System Improvements plans by Barrett & 

Associates. This well is located within the footprint of one proposed new tanks as shown in the 

preliminary site layout in Appendix C, Sheet 1 and 2. A record of the well destruction was not found in 

the DWR Map Application.  We will inquire with the County Department of Health for destruction records 

during the next phase of design. 

Project Construction Phasing 
Storage for each pressure zone must be maintained throughout the duration of construction. The storage 

required during construction will need to be assessed. Phasing requirements will be incorporated into the 

project construction documents. 

The Madrone and Kaski Tank sites have two existing tanks. Although it would be desirable to keep one 

tank in operation while replacing the other, the limited work space and saturated soil conditions would 

make this very difficult.  These tanks occupy only a small portion of the overall parcels owned by the 

District, so it is possible to stage temporary high-density polyethylene (HDPE) tanks for water storage 

during construction.  For the Lewis Tank site, the proposed earthwork requires all of the space within the 

District’s parcel, but there is sufficient space between the site and West Road to stage temporary HDPE 

tanks (a temporary construction easement will be required).  The Assessor Map also shows a Lompico 

County Water District parcel, APN 075-321-02, approximately 1400 feet north of the Lewis site, where 

the original Lewis 1 tank was located. If the water main to that site is still intact, it may be possible to 

stage temporary tanks there. The elevation of that parcel is about 30-ft higher than the current Lewis 

site, which would compensate for the shorter temporary tanks.   

The temporary tank option is preferred for Lewis and Madrone, where there is available space to install 

temporary tanks and above-grade temporary piping. The Kaski site is very constrained, but a single 

temporary HDPE tank might be sited there for operational storage, so that the Lompico booster pump 

station is not pumping into a closed system.  The Kaski zone is supplied through pressure reducing valves 

from the Madrone zone, so additional temporary HDPE tanks at the Madrone site could provide additional 

operational and fire storage.   

Sequentially, the Madrone site should be constructed first, since that site requires the least earthwork, 

and should therefore be the fastest to complete. Kaski would follow Madrone, allowing for the continued 

use of the temporary tanks staged at Madrone. The Lewis site may precede Madrone or follow Kaski, 

which would allow for relocating the temporary tanks rather than staging tanks at two sites concurrently. 
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Construction Costs 
Construction cost estimates for the project are presented in Appendix F.  For each site, the cost was 

estimated for the recommended 2-tank option and the alternative single-tank option.  Tank prices are 

based upon a preliminary quote provided by a tank manufacturer, which ranged from $1.38 per gallon 

(gross volume) for the larger tanks to $2.16 per gallon (gross volume) for the smallest tank. Site civil 

costs are based on the 2018 RSMeans Construction Cost Estimating Guide.   All costs are scaled to 

December 2018 using the Engineering News Record Construction Cost Index, which is 11186 for 

December 2018. A 30% contingency is included to account for future refinements in the design. 

The estimates include costs for purchasing and installing temporary tanks to serve the system during 

construction. The estimated cost for four 10,000 gallon plastic tanks with valves and piping is 

approximately $42,000. If the Lewis site is constructed sequentially with the other sites, and not 

concurrently, only one set of temporary tanks would be required, and they could be relocated from 

Madrone to Lewis. 

The estimates assume all valves and piping will be new. The District may determine that certain items 

may be retained and reused, such as the existing Flex-Tend Fittings. 

Permitting 
 

Domestic Water Supply Permit Amendment 

The regional office of the State DDW may direct SLVWD to submit an Application for Domestic Water 

Supply Permit Amendment with the California State Water Resources Control Board - Division of Drinking 

Water. The requirements for this application are described in the California Health and Safety Code, 

Division 104, Part 12, Chapter 4 (California Safe Drinking Water Act), Article 7, Section 116550. The 

regional office should be contacted to determine if the application will be required. 

CEQA 

Denise Duffy & Associates is preparing a CEQA Initial Study/Mitigated Negative Declaration for the 

project.  Based upon their site reconnaissance and review of the conceptual designs, the following 

mitigations have been identified. Additional mitigations may also be required, based upon the final 

design. 

 The Lewis Site is habitat for Mount Herman June Beetle (Sand Hills habitat). Designation of a 

mitigation habitat parcel and monitoring during construction will be required. 

 All sites have nearby trees which may provide nesting habitat for protected bird species. Pre-

construction bird surveys will be required. Mitigations for sensitive noise receptors may be 

required. 

 All sites have nearby habitat which may contain California wood rat. Pre-construction surveys to 

identify and relocated nests will be required. A skunk nest was identified at the Kaski site, which 

would require similar relocation. 
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 Despite the constant water leakage at all sites, wetland species have not established in the 

saturated soils.   

 Seasonal surveys for special-status plant species should be conducted before the construction. 
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Appendix A – Tank Sizing

Parameter Lewis Kaski Madrone Units Notes
tank diameter 32.00 21.00 24.00 ft tank Diameter Selected based on available site area
plan area of tank 804 346 452 ft2 π x (tank diameter/2)^2
number of tanks 2 2 2 two tanks, so one can be taken offline for maintenance
total plan area of tanks 1,608 693 905 ft2 (plan area of tank) x (number of tanks)
Maximum Month June 2016 July 2016 July 2016 per SLVWD monthly usage data
Maximum Month usage 1,386 563 293 HCF per SLVWD monthly usage data. California Waterworks Standards per CCR Title 22, Division 4, Chapter 16, Section 64554 (b) (2) (A)
days in Maximum Month 30 31 31 days days in Maximum Month
average daily usage during 
Maximum Month 46.2 18.2 9.5

HCF/
day

(days in Maximum Month) / (average daily usage during Maximum Month). California Waterworks Standards per CCR Title 22, Division 4, Chapter 
16, Section 64554 (b) (2) (B)

average daily usage during 
Maximum Month 34,558 13,585 7,070 gpd unit conversion

Maximum Day Demand 51,836 20,377 10,605 gpd
(average daily usage during Maximum Month) x 1.5. California Waterworks Standards per CCR Title 22, Division 4, Chapter 16, Section  64554 (b) 
(2) (C)

domestic storage 51,836 20,377 10,605 gal Maximum Day Demand. California Waterworks Standards per CCR Title 22, Division 4, Chapter 16, Section  64554 (a) (2)
fire storage 60,000 60,000 60,000 gal 1,000 gpm for 1 hour
design useable storage 111,836 80,377 70,605 gal (domestic storage) + (fire storage)
useable storage height in tanks 
required 9.29 15.51 10.43 ft (design useable storage) / (total plan area of tanks)
useable storage height in tanks 
selected 12.50 15.75 10.75 ft rounded up

useable storage in tanks selected 150,394 81,609 72,753 gal 7.48 x (total plan area of tanks) x (useable storage height in tanks selected)
water below tank outlet 2.00 2.00 2.00 ft approximate height of tank outlet
height where tank filling is turned 
on 14.50 17.75 12.75 ft (useable storage height in tanks selected) + (water below tank outlet)

operation depth 2.00 2.00 2.00 ft Estimated fill depth required to achieve complete mixing. (Mixing depth to be adjusted during design based on input from mixing system designer.)
height where tank filling is turned 
off 16.50 19.75 14.75 ft (height where tank filling is turned on) + (operation depth)
tank filling off level to overflow 
elevation 0.25 0.25 0.25 ft to avoid overflow
overflow height 16.75 20.00 15.00 ft (height where tank filling is turned off) + (tank filling off level to overflow elevation)
total volume at overflow 201,528 103,631 101,516 gal 7.48 x (total plan area of tanks) x (overflow height)

volume at overflow per tank 100,764 51,816 50,758 gal (total volume at overflow) / (number of tanks)
overflow to lowest level of roof 
framing 4.84 4.19 4.68 ft

Freeboard required calculation per AWWA D103-09 based on the default soil site class. (Final calculation will be by the tank manufacturer per 
parameters from the geotechnical report.)

roof framing depth below tank 
nominal tank height 0.67 0.67 0.67 ft Approximate. Final roof framing will be per the tank manufacturer.
required minimum nominal tank 
height from top of foundation 22.25 24.85 20.35 ft (overflow height) + (overflow to lowest level of roof framing) + (roof framing depth below tank nominal tank height)

selected nominal tank height 
from top of foundation 24.00 26.00 22.00 ft rounded up to an even dimension

Tank Height

Tank Plan Dimensions

Demand

Useable Storage

Total Storage
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Lompico Tanks Freeboard

Freeboard Requirement per AWWA D103-09 with Errata (Factory-Coated Bolted Carbon Steel Tanks for Water Storage)

Parameter Lewis Tanks Kaski Tanks
Madrone 

Tanks
Unit

D103-09 

Source
Parameter Description/Notes

Latitude, Longitude
37.0985°N, 

122.05911°W

37.100816°N, 

122.04804°W

37.10727°N, 

122.04173°W

Seismic Use Group III III III §14.2.1 based on intended use and expected performance

g 32.2 32.2 32.2 ft/s
2

IE 1.5 1.5 1.5 Table 2 Seismic Importance Factor, function of Seismic Use Group

SS 1.502 1.536 1.616 g Figure 5 Mapped Spectral Response Acceleration at 5% Damping and 0.2 Second Period for Site Class B (value from online U.S. Seismic Design Maps)

S1 0.672 0.704 0.743 g Figure 6 Mapped Spectral Response Acceleration at 5% Damping and 1 Second Period for Site Class B (value from online U.S. Seismic Design Maps)

Site Class D D D §14.2.4 Geotechnical Investigation report

Fa 1.0 1.0 1.0 Table 4 Short-period site coefficient, function of SS and Site Class

Fv 1.5 1.5 1.5 Table 5 Long-period site coefficient, function of S1 and Site Class

SMS 1.502 1.536 1.616 g Eq 14-5 MCE Spectral Response Acceleration, SMS = FaSS (adjustment for Site Class effects)

SM1 1.008 1.056 1.115 g Eq 14-6 MCE Spectral Response Acceleration, SM1 = FvS1 (adjustment for Site Class effects)

TL 12 12 12 Figure 17 Region-dependent transition period for longer-period ground motion

U 2/3 2/3 2/3 page 71 scaling factor to scale the MCE (Maximum Considered Earthquake) to design earthquake

SDS 1.001 1.024 1.077 g Eq 14-7 SDS =USMS (adjustment to design earthquake)

SD1 0.672 0.704 0.743 g Eq 14-8 SD1 =USM1 (adjustment to design earthquake)

D 32.00 21.00 24.00 ft page 77 tank diameter

H 16.75 20.00 15.00 ft page 77 distance from bottom of the shell to MOL (Maximum Operating Level)

Tc 3.335 2.647 2.856 s Eq 14-18 first mode sloshing wave period

K 1.5 1.5 1.5 §14.3.4.4 damping scaling factor to convert from 5% dampening to 0.5% dampening

Af Equation Eq 14-51 Eq 14-51 Eq 14-51 equation selection depends on Seismic Use Group and Tc  and/or TL

Af 0.302 0.399 0.390 g Eq 14-51 convective design acceleration for sloshing

d 4.84 4.19 4.68 ft Eq 14-48 sloshing wave height

Minimum Freeboard 

Requirement Equation
d d d Table 7 equation selection depends on Seismic Use Group and SDS

Minimum Freeboard 

Requirement
4.84 4.19 4.68 ft distance from the MOL to the lowest level of the roof framing

height to the lowest level 

of the roof framing
21.59 24.19 19.68 ft H+d, distance from bottom of the shell to the lowest level of the roof framing

Roof Framing Below Tank 

Stave
0.67 0.67 0.67 ft assumed/estimated, distance from the lowest level of the roof framing to nominal height

nominal height required 22.25 24.85 20.35 ft distance from bottom of the shell
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Appendix B – Water Usage Data

Year Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
2016 - - - - - *2324 1,292 690 840 1,017 979 1,148
2017 1,028 931 797 1,088 1,040 1,148 1,228 1,190 1,386 1,047 1,094 931
2018 1,013 1,006 916 1,072 967 1,114 1,125 1,379 1,192 - - -

Average 1,021 969 857 1,080 1,004 1,131 1,215 1,086 1,139 1,032 1,037 1,040

Year Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
2016 - - - - - 473 *570 260 207 345 255 378
2017 253 260 237 300 296 459 519 519 563 407 466 360
2018 335 302 291 307 338 392 423 505 438 - - -

Average 294 281 264 304 317 441 471 428 403 376 361 369

Year Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
2016 - - - - - 293 *323 73 151 201 193 257
2017 175 164 230 243 205 239 268 256 291 240 237 197
2018 218 198 200 209 202 243 261 291 247 - - -

Average 197 181 215 226 204 258 265 207 230 221 215 227

Notes: Data provided by San Lorenzo Valley Water District.
HCF = Hundred Cubic Feet
* denotes Maximum Month
- denotes data not provided

Lewis Zone Monthly Usage (HCF/month)

Kaski Zone Monthly Usage (HCF/month)

Madrone Zone Monthly Usage (HCF/month)
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Appendix C, Conceptual Site Plans 
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Appendix D, Tank Details 
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Appendix D - TANK DETAILS
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Appendix E, Well Driller’s Report, Lompico Well #5 
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January 11, 2019
By: AAS

Item of Work Unit Unit Cost Quantity Subtotal

Mobilization / Demobilization

~ 5% of of project cost. This cost  includes
permits, fees, temporary structures,

equipment rental and various misc. items $32,000

Site Demo and Earthwork

Tank Demo LS $1,000 1 $1,000
Building Demo, wood CF $0.50 3,900 $1,931
Building Demo, concrete foundation SF $1.40 600 $838
Demo 6-inch pipes LF $23 60 $1,386
Tipping fee Ton $103 200 $20,565

Demo wellhead SF $1.95 100 $195

Abandon Well (grout and cap) VF $51 400 $20,312

Over-excavate and recompact CY $9.50 340 $3,229

Piping and appurtenances

4-inch DIP (overflow) LF $64 40 $2,564
4-inch gate valve EA $1,460 2 $2,920

6-inch DIP w/ Trenching and Backfill LF $93 40 $3,725
6-inch gate valve EA $1,999 5 $9,997
6-inch DIP Tee EA $1,143 1 $1,143
6-inch DIP Elbows and Bends EA $590 7 $4,132
Flex-Tend Fittings, 6-inch EA $6,000 2 $12,000
Thrust Blocks EA $197 3 $590

6-inch PVC, SDR-26 w/ Trenching and Backfill LF $30 75 $2,271

Catch Basin EA $1,263 2 $2,526

Tank and Foundation

Bolted Steel Tank (gross volume) (2 tanks, D=32, H=24) GAL $1.38 288,700 $398,406
Ringwall Foundation (3-ft wide, 2-ft deep) CY $387 45 $17,423
Mixing System LS $7,084 2 $14,167

Temporary Tanks and Pipelines

Hot Tap Connections EA $3,885 1 $3,885

6-inch DIP Cap EA $277 4 $1,107
10,000 Gallon Poly Tank EA $7,500 4 $30,000

6-inch PVC, SDR-26 w/ Trenching and Backfill LF $30 100 $3,028

6-inch Elbows and Bends EA $590 5 $2,952

4-inch gate valve EA $1,460 4 $5,840

Paving and Fencing

AC Removal SF $12 1,000 $12,060
AC Resurfacing (4-inch AC over 8-inch AB) SY $81 256 $20,780
Site Fencing LF $74 270 $20,086

ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION COST $653,056

INSPECTION AND TESTING: 10% $65,000

CONSTRUCTION CONTINGENCY: 30% $196,000

ESTIMATED TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST $914,000

San Lorenzo Valley Water District, Lewis Tank

30% Design Cost Estimate, Two Tank Option

This estimate of construction cost is a professional opinion, based upon the engineer's experience with the design and construction of similar projects.  It is 

prepared only as a guide and is subject to change.  Schaaf & Wheeler and its subconsultants make no warranty, whether expressed or implied, that the actual costs 

will not vary from these estimated costs, and assumes no liability for such variances.  This estimate specifically excludes any costs associated with designing for 

handling and disposal of hazardous wastes and contaminated materials.  Costs associated with land, right-of-way, or easement purchase are not included in this 

estimate.

Schaaf and Wheeler 1/11/2019
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Item of Work Unit Unit Cost Quantity Subtotal

Mobilization / Demobilization

~ 5% of of project cost. This cost  includes
permits, fees, temporary structures,

equipment rental and various misc. items $30,000

Site Demo and Earthwork

Tank Demo LS $1,000 1 $1,000
Building Demo, wood CF $0.50 3,900 $1,931
Building Demo, concrete foundation SF $1.40 600 $838
Demo 6-inch pipes LF $23 60 $1,386
Tipping fee Ton $103 200 $20,565

Demo wellhead SF $1.95 100 $195

Abandon Well (grout and cap) VF $51 400 $20,312

Over-excavate and recompact CY $9.50 310 $2,944

Piping and appurtenances

4-inch DIP (overflow) LF $64 20 $1,282
4-inch gate valve EA $1,460 1 $1,460

6-inch DIP w/ Trenching and Backfill LF $93 30 $2,793
6-inch gate valve EA $1,999 3 $5,998
6-inch DIP Tee EA $1,143 0 $0
6-inch DIP Elbows and Bends EA $590 4 $2,361
Flex-Tend Fittings, 6-inch EA $6,000 1 $6,000
Thrust Blocks EA $197 2 $394

6-inch PVC, SDR-26 w/ Trenching and Backfill LF $30 50 $1,514

Catch Basin EA $1,263 1 $1,263

Tank and Foundation

Bolted Steel Tank (gross volume) (1 tank, D= 45.5, H=24) GAL $1.38 288,000 $397,440
Ringwall Foundation (3-ft wide, 2-ft deep) CY $387 32 $12,390
Mixing System LS $7,084 1 $7,084

Temporary Tanks and Pipelines

Hot Tap Connections EA $3,885 1 $3,885

6-inch DIP Cap EA $277 4 $1,107
10,000 Gallon Poly Tank EA $7,500 4 $30,000

6-inch PVC, SDR-26 w/ Trenching and Backfill LF $30 100 $3,028

6-inch Elbows and Bends EA $590 5 $2,952

4-inch gate valve EA $1,460 4 $5,840

Paving and Fencing

AC Removal SF $12 1,000 $12,060
AC Resurfacing (4-inch AC over 8-inch AB) SY $81 224 $18,182
Site Fencing LF $74 250 $18,598

ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION COST $614,800

INSPECTION AND TESTING: 10% $61,000

CONSTRUCTION CONTINGENCY: 30% $184,000

ESTIMATED TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST $860,000

San Lorenzo Valley Water District, Lewis Tank

30% Design Cost Estimate, Single Tank Option

This estimate of construction cost is a professional opinion, based upon the engineer's experience with the design and construction of similar projects.  It is 

prepared only as a guide and is subject to change.  Schaaf & Wheeler and its subconsultants make no warranty, whether expressed or implied, that the actual costs 

will not vary from these estimated costs, and assumes no liability for such variances.  This estimate specifically excludes any costs associated with designing for 

handling and disposal of hazardous wastes and contaminated materials.  Costs associated with land, right-of-way, or easement purchase are not included in this 

estimate.

Schaaf and Wheeler 1/11/2019
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Item of Work Unit Unit Cost Quantity Subtotal

Mobilization / Demobilization

~ 5% of of project cost. This cost  includes
permits, fees, temporary structures,

equipment rental and various misc. items $19,000

Site Demo and Earthwork

Tank Demo LS $1,000 1 $1,000
Demo 6-inch pipes LF $23 140 $3,235
Tipping fee Ton $103 80 $8,226

Over-excavate and recompact CY $9.50 170 $1,614

Excavate and off-haul CY $16.21 0 $0

Piping and appurtenances

4-inch DIP (overflow) LF $64 40 $2,564
4-inch gate valve EA $1,460 2 $2,920

6-inch DIP w/ Trenching and Backfill LF $93 60 $5,587
6-inch gate valve EA $1,999 5 $9,997
6-inch DIP Tee EA $1,143 1 $1,143
6-inch DIP Elbows and Bends EA $590 7 $4,132
Flex-Tend Fittings, 6-inch EA $6,000 2 $12,000
Thrust Blocks EA $197 3 $590

6-inch PVC, SDR-26 w/ Trenching and Backfill LF $30 40 $1,211

Catch Basin EA $1,263 2 $2,526

Tank and Foundation

Bolted Steel Tank (gross volume) (2 tanks, D=21, H=26) GAL $1.90 134,700 $255,930
Ringwall Foundation (3-ft wide, 2-ft deep) CY $387 30 $11,616
Mixing System LS $7,084 2 $14,167

Temporary Tanks and Pipelines (requires added tanks at Madrone as well)

Hot Tap Connections EA $3,885 1 $3,885

6-inch DIP Cap EA $277 3 $830
10,000 Gallon Poly Tank EA $7,500 1 $7,500

6-inch PVC, SDR-26 w/ Trenching and Backfill LF $30 50 $1,514

6-inch Elbows and Bends EA $590 2 $1,181

4-inch gate valve EA $1,460 1 $1,460

Paving and Fencing

AC Removal SF $12 0 $0
AC Resurfacing (4-inch AC over 8-inch AB) SY $81 79 $6,412
Site Fencing LF $74 170 $12,646

ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION COST $392,886

INSPECTION AND TESTING: 10% $39,000

CONSTRUCTION CONTINGENCY: 30% $118,000

ESTIMATED TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST $550,000

San Lorenzo Valley Water District, Kaski Tank

30% Design Cost Estimate, Two Tanks,  Option 1

This estimate of construction cost is a professional opinion, based upon the engineer's experience with the design and construction of similar projects.  It is 

prepared only as a guide and is subject to change.  Schaaf & Wheeler and its subconsultants make no warranty, whether expressed or implied, that the actual costs 

will not vary from these estimated costs, and assumes no liability for such variances.  This estimate specifically excludes any costs associated with designing for 

handling and disposal of hazardous wastes and contaminated materials.  Costs associated with land, right-of-way, or easement purchase are not included in this 

estimate.

Schaaf and Wheeler 1/11/2019
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Item of Work Unit Unit Cost Quantity Subtotal

Mobilization / Demobilization

~ 5% of of project cost. This cost  includes
permits, fees, temporary structures,

equipment rental and various misc. items $20,000

Site Demo and Earthwork

Tank Demo LS $1,000 1 $1,000
Demo 6-inch pipes LF $23 140 $3,235
Tipping fee Ton $103 80 $8,226

Over-excavate and recompact CY $9.50 170 $1,614

Excavate and off-haul CY $16.21 700 $11,348

Piping and appurtenances

4-inch DIP (overflow) LF $64 40 $2,564
4-inch gate valve EA $1,460 2 $2,920

6-inch DIP w/ Trenching and Backfill LF $93 60 $5,587
6-inch gate valve EA $1,999 5 $9,997
6-inch DIP Tee EA $1,143 1 $1,143
6-inch DIP Elbows and Bends EA $590 7 $4,132
Flex-Tend Fittings, 6-inch EA $6,000 2 $12,000
Thrust Blocks EA $197 3 $590

6-inch PVC, SDR-26 w/ Trenching and Backfill LF $30 40 $1,211

Catch Basin EA $1,263 2 $2,526

Tank and Foundation

Bolted Steel Tank (gross volume) (2 tanks, D=21, H=26) GAL $1.90 134,700 $255,930
Ringwall Foundation (3-ft wide, 2-ft deep) CY $387 30 $11,616
Mixing System LS $7,084 2 $14,167

Temporary Tanks and Pipelines (requires added tanks at Madrone as well)

Hot Tap Connections EA $3,885 1 $3,885

6-inch DIP Cap EA $277 3 $830
10,000 Gallon Poly Tank EA $7,500 1 $7,500

6-inch PVC, SDR-26 w/ Trenching and Backfill LF $30 50 $1,514

6-inch Elbows and Bends EA $590 2 $1,181

4-inch gate valve EA $1,460 1 $1,460

Paving and Fencing

AC Removal SF $12 0 $0
AC Resurfacing (4-inch AC over 8-inch AB) SY $81 171 $13,880
Site Fencing LF $74 210 $15,622

ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION COST $415,677

INSPECTION AND TESTING: 10% $42,000

CONSTRUCTION CONTINGENCY: 30% $125,000

ESTIMATED TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST $583,000

San Lorenzo Valley Water District, Kaski Tank

30% Design Cost Estimate, Two Tanks, Option 2

This estimate of construction cost is a professional opinion, based upon the engineer's experience with the design and construction of similar projects.  It is 

prepared only as a guide and is subject to change.  Schaaf & Wheeler and its subconsultants make no warranty, whether expressed or implied, that the actual costs 

will not vary from these estimated costs, and assumes no liability for such variances.  This estimate specifically excludes any costs associated with designing for 

handling and disposal of hazardous wastes and contaminated materials.  Costs associated with land, right-of-way, or easement purchase are not included in this 

estimate.

Schaaf and Wheeler 1/11/2019
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Item of Work Unit Unit Cost Quantity Subtotal

Mobilization / Demobilization

~ 5% of of project cost. This cost  includes
permits, fees, temporary structures,

equipment rental and various misc. items $14,000

Site Demo and Earthwork

Tank Demo LS $1,000 1 $1,000
Demo 6-inch pipes LF $23 140 $3,235
Tipping fee Ton $103 80 $8,226

Over-excavate and recompact CY $9.50 150 $1,424

Excavate and off-haul CY $16.21 0 $0

Piping and appurtenances

4-inch DIP (overflow) LF $64 20 $1,282
4-inch gate valve EA $1,460 1 $1,460

6-inch DIP w/ Trenching and Backfill LF $93 40 $3,725
6-inch gate valve EA $1,999 3 $5,998
6-inch DIP Tee EA $1,143 0 $0
6-inch DIP Elbows and Bends EA $590 4 $2,361
Flex-Tend Fittings, 6-inch EA $6,000 1 $6,000
Thrust Blocks EA $197 2 $394

6-inch PVC, SDR-26 w/ Trenching and Backfill LF $30 25 $757

Catch Basin EA $1,263 1 $1,263

Tank and Foundation

Bolted Steel Tank (gross volume) (1 tank, D=30, H=26) GAL $1.38 137,000 $189,060
Ringwall Foundation (3-ft wide, 2-ft deep) CY $387 21 $8,131
Mixing System LS $7,084 1 $7,084

Temporary Tanks and Pipelines (requires added tanks at Madrone as well)

Hot Tap Connections EA $3,885 1 $3,885

6-inch DIP Cap EA $277 3 $830
10,000 Gallon Poly Tank EA $7,500 1 $7,500

6-inch PVC, SDR-26 w/ Trenching and Backfill LF $30 50 $1,514

6-inch Elbows and Bends EA $590 2 $1,181

4-inch gate valve EA $1,460 1 $1,460

Paving and Fencing

AC Removal SF $12 0 $0
AC Resurfacing (4-inch AC over 8-inch AB) SY $81 83 $6,737
Site Fencing LF $74 160 $11,903

ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION COST $290,408

INSPECTION AND TESTING: 10% $29,000

CONSTRUCTION CONTINGENCY: 30% $87,000

ESTIMATED TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST $406,000

San Lorenzo Valley Water District, Kaski Tank

30% Design Cost Estimate, Single Tank

This estimate of construction cost is a professional opinion, based upon the engineer's experience with the design and construction of similar projects.  It is 

prepared only as a guide and is subject to change.  Schaaf & Wheeler and its subconsultants make no warranty, whether expressed or implied, that the actual costs 

will not vary from these estimated costs, and assumes no liability for such variances.  This estimate specifically excludes any costs associated with designing for 

handling and disposal of hazardous wastes and contaminated materials.  Costs associated with land, right-of-way, or easement purchase are not included in this 

estimate.
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January 11, 2019
By: AAS

Item of Work Unit Unit Cost Quantity Subtotal

Mobilization / Demobilization

~ 5% of of project cost. This cost  includes
permits, fees, temporary structures,

equipment rental and various misc. items $25,000

Site Demo and Earthwork

Tank Demo LS $1,000 1 $1,000
Demo 6-inch pipes LF $23 100 $2,310
Tipping fee Ton $103 88 $9,049

Over-excavate and recompact CY $9.50 210 $1,994

Excavate and off-haul CY $16.21 0 $0

Piping and appurtenances

4-inch DIP (overflow) LF $64 40 $2,564
4-inch gate valve EA $1,460 2 $2,920

6-inch DIP w/ Trenching and Backfill LF $93 60 $5,587
6-inch gate valve EA $1,999 5 $9,997
6-inch DIP Tee EA $1,143 1 $1,143
6-inch DIP Elbows and Bends EA $590 7 $4,132
Flex-Tend Fittings, 6-inch EA $6,000 2 $12,000
Thrust Blocks EA $197 3 $590

6-inch PVC, SDR-26 w/ Trenching and Backfill LF $30 40 $1,211

Catch Basin EA $1,263 2 $2,526

Tank and Foundation

Bolted Steel Tank (gross volume) (2 tanks, D=24, H=22) GAL $2.16 148,900 $321,624
Ringwall Foundation (3-ft wide, 2-ft deep) CY $387 34 $13,164
Mixing System LS $7,084 2 $14,167

Temporary Tanks and Pipelines

Hot Tap Connections EA $3,885 1 $3,885

6-inch DIP Cap EA $277 2 $553
10,000 Gallon Poly Tank EA $7,500 4 $30,000

6-inch PVC, SDR-26 w/ Trenching and Backfill LF $30 100 $3,028

6-inch Elbows and Bends EA $590 5 $2,952

4-inch gate valve EA $1,460 4 $5,840

Paving and Fencing

AC Removal SF $12 0 $0
AC Resurfacing (4-inch AC over 8-inch AB) SY $81 193 $15,666
Site Fencing LF $74 220 $16,366

ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION COST $509,268

INSPECTION AND TESTING: 10% $51,000

CONSTRUCTION CONTINGENCY: 30% $153,000

ESTIMATED TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST $713,000

San Lorenzo Valley Water District, Madrone Tank

30% Design Cost Estimate, Two Tank Option

This estimate of construction cost is a professional opinion, based upon the engineer's experience with the design and construction of similar projects.  It is 

prepared only as a guide and is subject to change.  Schaaf & Wheeler and its subconsultants make no warranty, whether expressed or implied, that the actual costs 

will not vary from these estimated costs, and assumes no liability for such variances.  This estimate specifically excludes any costs associated with designing for 

handling and disposal of hazardous wastes and contaminated materials.  Costs associated with land, right-of-way, or easement purchase are not included in this 

estimate.
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By: AAS

Item of Work Unit Unit Cost Quantity Subtotal

Mobilization / Demobilization

~ 5% of of project cost. This cost  includes
permits, fees, temporary structures,

equipment rental and various misc. items $17,000

Site Demo and Earthwork

Tank Demo LS $1,000 1 $1,000
Demo 6-inch pipes LF $23 100 $2,310
Tipping fee Ton $103 88 $9,049

Over-excavate and recompact CY $9.50 186 $1,766

Excavate and off-haul CY $16.21 0 $0

Piping and appurtenances

4-inch DIP (overflow) LF $64 20 $1,282
4-inch gate valve EA $1,460 1 $1,460

6-inch DIP w/ Trenching and Backfill LF $93 50 $4,656
6-inch gate valve EA $1,999 3 $5,998
6-inch DIP Tee EA $1,143 0 $0
6-inch DIP Elbows and Bends EA $590 4 $2,361
Flex-Tend Fittings, 6-inch EA $6,000 1 $6,000
Thrust Blocks EA $197 2 $394

6-inch PVC, SDR-26 w/ Trenching and Backfill LF $30 20 $606

Catch Basin EA $1,263 1 $1,263

Tank and Foundation

Bolted Steel Tank (gross volume) (1 tank, D=34, H=22) GAL $1.38 149,400 $206,172
Ringwall Foundation (3-ft wide, 2-ft deep) CY $387 24 $9,293
Mixing System LS $7,084 1 $7,084

Temporary Tanks and Pipelines

Hot Tap Connections EA $3,885 1 $3,885

6-inch DIP Cap EA $277 2 $553
10,000 Gallon Poly Tank EA $7,500 4 $30,000

6-inch PVC, SDR-26 w/ Trenching and Backfill LF $30 100 $3,028

6-inch Elbows and Bends EA $590 5 $2,952

4-inch gate valve EA $1,460 4 $5,840

Paving and Fencing

AC Removal SF $12 0 $0
AC Resurfacing (4-inch AC over 8-inch AB) SY $81 58 $4,708
Site Fencing LF $74 160 $11,903

ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION COST $340,560

INSPECTION AND TESTING: 10% $34,000

CONSTRUCTION CONTINGENCY: 30% $102,000

ESTIMATED TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST $477,000

San Lorenzo Valley Water District, Madrone Tank

30% Design Cost Estimate, Single Tank Option

This estimate of construction cost is a professional opinion, based upon the engineer's experience with the design and construction of similar projects.  It is 

prepared only as a guide and is subject to change.  Schaaf & Wheeler and its subconsultants make no warranty, whether expressed or implied, that the actual costs 

will not vary from these estimated costs, and assumes no liability for such variances.  This estimate specifically excludes any costs associated with designing for 

handling and disposal of hazardous wastes and contaminated materials.  Costs associated with land, right-of-way, or easement purchase are not included in this 

estimate.
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